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3211/4

Item codes
ITEM CODE CONTENT

1005/1 1L

1005/5 5L

1005/10 10L

Watch the video here

3317/51

Description:
Cartec Perfect Polish is an ideal combination of polish and 
wax in one. It restores the paintwork to its original deep gloss 
and provides good protection. Its polishing properties remove 
light scratches. It also easily removes tar residues from the 
paintwork. Cartec Perfect Polish can be used both manually 
and by machine. Perfect Polish contains silicones, but these 
do not cause problems at body shops.

Product benefits:
 � Fast results using this 3 in 1 product
 � Very easy to use
 � Deep gloss and great protection
 � Also able to be processed in direct sunlight
 � Still easy to buff after 24 hours
 � Quickly removes light scratches
 � Bodyshop safe

Application:
Cartec Perfect Polish is used on paintwork to restore it’s 
original colour, to leave a good finish and protection. It can 
also be used on rims.

Instructions for use:
exclamation-triangle Cartec Perfect Polish can leave white residues on plastic 
parts. Preferably tape the plastic. Store frost-free. 

1. Apply Cartec Perfect Polish to the paint surface with 
a clean, soft cloth (such as 3317/51) or an aplication 
sponge (3211/4) in a circular motion. In case of 
scratches and soiling, apply more pressure and continue 
polishing until removed. 

2. Do not buff the product immediately, but allow the film 
layer to dry for a couple of minutes.

3. Buff to a high gloss with a soft, clean cloth (such as 
3317/51). This is done best by starting with small circular 
motion and increasing the circle. interior, always finish 
with a cloth soaked in clean water or, preferably, with a 
spray extraction machine.

Tips & Tricks:
 � Cartec Perfect Polish can be rubbed out as soon as a 

finger can be written into the film layer and it feels dry to 
the touch. 

 � Easily removes black streaks from caravans and 
motorhomes. 

 � Can also be processed with a dual action polisher. For 
this, use the yellow Cartec pad (RF2126 for ⌀150mm) or 
the white Cartec pad (RF2156 for ⌀150mm).
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